ANALYSIS

The Church Betrayed?
Why does Catholic Relief Services forbid putting its logo on the
"educational" materials it provides about HIV and condoms?
It is time for the US bishops to investigate their charitable agency.

The Church never acts on her own in

overseas,regardless of their race, creed,
or nationality. Acting faithfully as the
Church's agent, CRS served Jesus well
for many years, during which its chari
table works helped many suffering
people experience his love, and surely
helped him lead some of them all the

carrying on Jesus' mission. Jesus is
always with her when she preaches

way home.
In 1986, CRS began an HIV/AIDS

and teaches, administers the sacra
ments, and does charitable works.
Thus, she fulfills his command to

program. The agency reports that it
"now supports more than 250HIV and
AIDS projects in many underserved
areas of the developing world/' With
these projects, CRS policymakersclaim
to be faithfully fulfilling Jesus' and his

he could. He loves us so much that he

by Germain Grisez
T h e Church would be well served if

everyone doing works of mercy in
her name were as clearheaded and

holy as St. Vincent de Paul. The
Missionaries of Charity live up to that
ideal in trying to help people actually
or potentially afflicted with AIDS. But
some working in that field seem to mis
understand charitable apostolate and

perhaps betray theChurch even asthey
act in her name.

wants more for us than good health
and full bellies. He lays down his life to
save us from sin and death—and bring
us into God's everlasting, heavenly
kingdom.

spread the Gospeland makes him real-

CRS' Position on the Prevention

OS

of Sexual Transmission of HIV

Church's mandate: "Since the Church

promotes integral human develop
ment, it does not restrict itself to a med

ical response to the HIV epidemic but

| CATHOLIC RELIEF SERVICES

extends its care to include the social,

emotional, development, and spiritual
needs of those affected by HIV and

CRS does provide complete and accurate

AIDS."

information about condoms to its partners as^

The quotations in the preceding
paragraph are froma document,"CRS'

part of its HIV activities.

Position on the Prevention of Sexual

Transmission of HIV," dated December

Divine revelation is not mere infor

mation to satisfy human curiosity.God
is love. In revealing, he invites people
to form a close relationship with him
self. Not only his words but his amaz

ing deeds show his love, and call peo
ple to respond and enter into ongoing
communion. When Jesus announces

the kingdom, he both manifests com
passion and verifies his message by
signs,such as curing the sick and feed
ing the hungry. But he does not cure all
the sick or feed all the hungry, though
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ly present, manifestinghis love to each

2007 and e-mailed to CRS country rep
resentatives on January 11, 2008 by
Jennifer Overton, the agency's senior

of his brothers and sisters in every

technical advisor for HIV, who was in

nation until the end of time. When

chargeof preparing it. In her cover let

Catholic charitable agencies properly
feed the hungry or provide health care,
those who receive help meet Jesus,

ter, Ms. Overton makes it clear that the

guidance the position paper provides is
authoritative: "The document was ap

given a new opportunity—perhaps a
unique one—torespondto his love and

proved by the ELT [Executive Lead
ership Team] and should be used to
guide CRS supported programming."

share in his kingdom.
In 1943, the bishops of the United

RAISING QUESTIONS

learn how much he offers, and are

States

established

Catholic

Relief

Services (CRS) to help suffering people

In a story in Our Sunday Visitor
(February 17, 2008), Russell Shaw and

John Norton brought to light the CRS
position paper with its cover letter.
They interviewed some CRS executives
and Archbishop Timothy Dolan, chair
man of the CRS board, and reported
their initial responses. My curiosity
aroused, I closely studied the position

paperon which the Shaw-Nortonstory
was based.

The introduction to the position

paper states that it provides "updated
information about the effectiveness of

Some preventive methods. CRS' policy
has not changed." One wonders
whether the same policy has been in
effect since 1986.

Some statements in the position

paper are reassuring. It states: "All HIV
programs supported by CRS promote
abstinence until marriage, and mutual
fidelity within marriage"and develops
that point repeatedly—for example/by
adding: "These behaviors are the only
means that completely avoid exposure
to the risk of sexually transmitted HIV
infection. These specificbehaviors have

always been the cornerstone of the
Catholic Church's teaching with
respect to human sexuality."

The paperalsoreportswith approval
protests against the promotion of con
doms as encouraging sexual activity
outside marriage,warns that consistent
and effective condom use is not easily
achieved, and points out that there are

many places where condom use has
increased and HIV has not declined,

"but in every country worldwide in
which HIV has declined there have

been increases in Abstinence and/or Be
faithful behaviors (A&B)."

With respect to providing informa
tion about condoms, the position paper

States: "CRS does provide complete and
accurate information about condoms to

its partners as partof its HIV activities."
(According to the Shaw-Norton OSV
Story, CRS partners "include local
Catholic churches as well as other faith-

based and secular groups.")
The position paper goes on to say
that the information is provided "in the

tion

about

condoms

is

unsound.

USCCB

response to AIDS was "the refusal to
discuss publicly the direct link between
sexual activity and intravenous drug

risks and failure rates."

use on the one hand and HIV/AIDS on

But providing information about
condoms' benefits is likely to lead to
their use. Condoms are designed to
prevent bodily fluids from mixing
when people engage in sexual activity.
Giving information about condoms'
benefits to people who wish both to
engage in sexual activity and to pre
vent the bodily fluids from mixing
encourages those people both to
engage in the sexual activity and to use

the other." Their proposed solution:

November 1989 document, Called to

Compassion andResponsibility: A Response
to the AIDS Crisis. However, the two
sentences were taken out of context for

condoms.

In explaining the importance of pro
viding information about condoms,
CRS policymakers clarify their intent:
"Individuals at risk of HIV transmis

sion need access to the best teaching on

prevention and the latest evidence on

CRS policymakers seem to consider intolerable any
partner's noncompliance with their views about providing
information regarding condoms. If some partners are
unwilling to submit due to a conscientious objection, they
are just ethically opposed.
risk reduction in order to make fully
informed decisions in order to prevent
infection and reduce the risk of trans
mission of HIV."
Even if information about condoms'

risks and failure rates is included, how

ever, information about their "benefits"

will not significantly reduce the likeli
hood of transmitting HIV unless it
leads to their consistent and correct use

paper reassuringly explains: "CRS

own policy by quoting two sentences

adds that "CRS does not finance, pro

the

providing full and accurate informa
tion means giving the fact [sic] about
condom use including the benefits,

mote or distribute condoms." The

context of the Catholic Church's teach

in

use in the CRS position paper.
In the relevant passage of their 1989
document, the bishops point out that
one of many problems with the

by those engaging in the risky behavior.
So, CRS poUcymakers seem to intend to
encourage such people to use condoms
consistently and carefully—i.e., seem to
promote their use of condoms.
The position paper articulates CRS'

ing on sexuality and condom use" and

sentences appear

Nevertheless, that policy is troubling.
The CRS position paper distinguish
es between promoting condoms and
giving information about them by say
ing: "Promoting condoms means sug
gesting, encouraging or urging people
to use a condom during sexual inter
course to prevent HIV transmission;

"People must be shown the right thing
to do and encouraged to make right
choices." The bishops insist on "lasting
changes in the way people act," say
nothing about condoms, and unblinkingly affirm "that to eradicate some
diseases, people must desist from the
behavior that spreads them." In that
context, the sentences about "provid
ing information" quoted in CRS' posi
tion paper do not warrant the claim
that the bishops support providing
information about condoms.

Although CRS policymakers do not
have the support of the USCCB 1989
document their position paper quotes,

they could claim the support of a

wants to ensure that partners are not

from a document of the United States

December 1987 document—not issued

giving inaccurate, misleading or no

Conference of Catholic Bishops:"People

information at all on condoms—and

need education and motivation, so that

by the USCCB as a whole but only by
its administrative board—"The Many

that the focus and priority remain on
abstinence and fidelity."

they will choose wisely and well.
Providing information that is both accu
rate and appropriate is a logical and
necessary starting point." Those two

Those statements do not show that

the CRS policy on providing informa-

Faces of AIDS." That document said

that public educational programs
"could include accurate information

about prophylactic devices [i.e., conTHE CATHOLIC WORLD REPORT, April 2008
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and later, are theirs). I do not see how

We called the project the AIDSRelief
project,and basically it was an attempt
to extend both antiviral therapy and
Support to people in need in those nine
countries." The video explains that

considered

CRS policymakers can reconcile their

CRS now "leads a five-member consor

unsatisfactory by many US bishops
and was severelycriticizedby Cardinal

need to distance the Church from such

tium that implements the AIDSRelief
project."
The flipchart was mailed out on a CD,
along with related materials. With the

doms] ... as potential means of pre
venting AIDS. We are not promoting
the use of prophylactics, but merely

providing information that is part of
the factual picture."
That statement was

written educational material that con
tains information about condoms must

not carry the CRS name or logo" (the
underlining and the bold type, here

material with their responsibility to

In my judgment, the investigation should not be limited
to the promotion of condoms, but should extend to CRS
practices and activities in general. It should look for
deviations from civil law, canon law, relevant policies of

the USCCB, and good business practices with respect to
abuse of resources and other matters.

CD, Jared M. Hoffman, an executive at

CRS' Baltimore headquarters, sent a
cover letter, which he signed as
"AIDSRelief/Chief of Party" and
addressed to "colleagues" in many
countries. The letter explains that the

flipchart is a tool "based on an earlier
WHO" (World Health Organization)

Faith. In a letter to the US bishops,

The positionpaper alsoinadvertently

product meant for use "by health facili
ty and community health workers"
Counseling people with fflV, their fami

Cardinal Ratzinger indicated that pub
lic programs providing such informa
tion not only tolerated evil but facilitat

indicates that not all CRS' partners

lies, and communities. In adapting

agreewith its policyon providinginfor

WHO'S material, AIDSRelief Zambia

mation about condoms. If partners "do
not want to provide information on con

collaborated with the Zambia Ministry
of Health and the Johns Hopkins Center
for Communication Programs.
Hoffman states: "The comprehensive
and accurate information on preven

Joseph Ratzinger, then prefect of the
Congregation for the Doctrine of the

ed it. He then added:

The problem of educational pro
grams in specifically Catholic
sdiools and institutions requires

particular attention.These facilities
are called to provide their own con
tribution for the prevention of AIDS,
in full fidelity to the moral doctrine
of the Church, without at the same

time engaging in compromises
which may even give the impres
sion of trying to condone practices
which are immoral, for example,
technical instructions in the use of

prophylactic devices.

carry on a charitable apostolate in the
Church's name.

doms," CRS cannot insist that they pro
vide it, but "can decide to discontinue

support to a project ifit doesnot comply
with CRS' policy on full and accurate
information." If partners supply inaccu
rate information, CRS staff should "pro
vide information to educate" them, and

find out why they aren't using it: "Is it
that they are not aware or that they are

just ethically opposed? After discussing
with the partner, if they do not change
the information they are providing, CRS
would be compelled to discontinue
funding as per CRS' policy."

tion contained in this material is con

sistent with CRS policy, and we are
confident that the flipchart will be use
ful in all settings, requiring only minor
adaptations to ensure cultural compe
tence." Hoffman also points out that
"CRShas ownership rights of the docu
ment" and "any changes to the
flipchart must be consistent with CRS

policy, and therefore, it will be neces
sary to verify your proposed adapta
tions with Sister Phyllis Hughes in
PQSD prior to printing and distribu

This letter was published in Origins
(July7,1988), and along with it Origins
reprinted the paragraph from "The
Many Faces of AIDS" that supports

CRS policymakers seem to consider
intolerable any partner's noncompli
ance with their views about providing
information regarding condoms. If
Some partners are unwilling to submit

providing information about condoms.

due to a conscientious objection, they

But Cardinal Ratzinger's letter guided
the development of the USCCB's

arejustethicallyopposed.
Orders from CRS' headquarters in

"CRS has chosen not to include the

November 1989 document—the one

Baltimoreapparently have not been uni
versally well received. Perhaps some

CRS or AIDSRelief logo on the
flipchart, due to the potential sensi
tivity of the information contained in
these materials among Church part
ners/' He anticipates objections:
"If you are concerned about the reac
tions of the Bishops and the Church in
your country, we would be glad to pro
vide you with support in presenting
this information to your partners."
While the first section of the flipchart

from which the two sentences used in

the CRSposition paper are taken out of
context.

It is hard to believe that CRS policy
makers have been unaware of mis his

tory of the USbishops' thinking on pre
venting the transmission of HIV.
HIDING THE CRS LOGO
As witnesses to God's revelation in

Jesus, the bishops do not need to put
the lamp of their teaching under a
bushel basket. But the CRS position

paper requires that those who imple
ment its policy on providing informa
tion about condoms do just that: "Any
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partners have been insulted by what
they perceived as Americancondescen
sion as well as repelled by some of the
"educational" materials offered by CRS
officials. One example of those materials
is a "Flipchart for Client Education"
mailed out by the AIDSRelief team to
some CRS partners in October 2007.
In a video on the CRS website—

tion." (The Shaw-Norton OSV story
tefers to Sister Hughes as the "manager
of CRS' HIV/AIDS unit")
The label on the disk does not identi

fy its source. Hoffman explains why:

http://crs.org/zambia/aidsrelief-

begins promisingly with "Safer sex

video/—Ken Hackett, president of
CRS, explains the origin of AIDSRelief:
"A few years ago, we started a program
in both sub-Saharan Africa and the

behaviour - Abstinence" (p. 25), it at
once points out "Partners who abstain
from sex can still enjoy other expres
sions of affection. Remember hugging

Caribbean. It covered nine countries.

and kissing will not transmit HIV" (p.

26) and shows a couple, dressed but

lying together, exploring "other forms
of sexual pleasure" (p. 27). It defines
"safer sex": "Safer sex expressions are
Sexual activities which do not allow

semen, fluid from the vagina, or blood
to enter the anus,vagina or the mouth of
the partner" (p. 28)
In a pageon "Counseling young ado
lescents," the information the flipchart
offers is: "Delay sexual activity. If in an
Intimate relationship, explore other
forms of sexual pleasure (massage,
touching, hugging)" (p. 35). Similarly,
women with HIV are informed that they
can still have a fulfilling life with their

"partners"—i.e., husbands or men to
whom they are not married—if they

said they always used condoms and
experienced 0.9 incidents of HIV trans
mission per 100 persons, which means
that in an average group of 111 people,
one each year would experience HIV

People persuaded by "education" like
that provided by the flipchart think they
can enjoy safer sex if they use condoms,

in the Heart of Europe

and resolve to use them. But as with

oth^r resolutions, people often break
that one. So the real-life chances of HIV

transmission by people who undertake

consistently and correctly, have been

to use condoms are much greater than
the already bad odds cited above.
Consequently, promoting condom use
as "safer" sex is likely to be self-defeat
ing, as is clear from CRS' own position

Shown to reduce the risk of transmission

paper's report about the comparative

of fflV, STls and HIV re-infection." It

impact of promoting abstinence and

information: "Condoms, when used

The Mind of the Church

paper: "There are many obstacles to

course and focus on other ways to

In "Section 1: Prevention," the treat

Institute

Those odds might not sound bad, but
people using condoms to try to prevent
HIV transmission arelikely to do so for
many years, not just one. If a physician
offered long-term treatment without
warning patients of similar odds of an
important bad side effect, he or she
would be guilty of malpractice.
Moreover, the flipchart never men
tions another important fact about con
doms included in the CRS' position
consistent and correct condom use."

ment of condoms begins: "Referrals for
condoms" (p. 45). It provides a bit of

Theological

transmission.

"choose to abstain from sexual inter

please eachother— for example, touch
ing,cuddling,or massaging eachother"
(p. 118). Thus, obtainingsexualpleasure
by what is euphemistically called "mas
sage"is presentedasacceptable forboth
youngadolescents andmarried couples.

International

Graduate Degrees in Theology
NEW - semester programs for undergrads.
APPLY NOW • www.iti.ac.at
Please callfor information
011-43-7485-97570

immediately adds:"Explainto the client
where condoms are available and where

they can get more information" (p. 46).
It goes on with precise directions, illus
trated with graphics of cartoon figures,
for using and disposing of male con
doms (pp. 47-48) and female condoms
(pp. 49-50). The sectionis rounded out

iUllitllll9 IjdXIlUIlC JM

in Jseiv O

with an enthusiastic testimonial by a
Condom user: "Being HIV+ shouldn't

Ignatius Catholic Bible Revised Standard Version

Stopyou enjoyingsex" (p.51). Why not?
"We use condoms every time we have
$ex," and: "In the absence of condoms,
we use other means of getting sexual
fulfillment such as kissing, stroking or

Compact Edition
An elegant,beautifully crafted compactedition
of the popularIgnatiusBible, RSV Catholic
version. At only 45"x 63", ifs easy to pack
when on the move, yet features readable type,
along with other special featuresincluding:

licking sensitive places" (p. 52).
Also significant is what is missing
from the flipchart. While it is repeatedly
Stated that only complete abstinence
provides100 percentassurance that sex
ual activity will not transmit HIV, the
flipchart nowhere says what the failure
rate of condoms is.

The CRS position paper states: "Some
studies show that, with consistent con

dom use, the HIV infection rate among

uninfected partners was less than 1 per
cent per year" and cites a 2001 docu
ment of the National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases that reported a
summary of 12 studies of people who

• Two Deluxe Editions

• Gold-gilded pages
Bonded Leather Editions

4.5" x 6.5"

• Special prayers
and devotions

• Presentation section

• Beautiful gift box

• "DeiVerbum"
document

• Bonded leather
covers

SBC: BNT-P... Pacific Duvelle Brown xmth $ilk ribbon marker, $2935
SBC: BGZ-P...DuraderaBurgundywithzipper and Miraculous Medal, $29<95

fgocrtfcis pRess • l (800) 651-1531
P.O. Box1339, Ft Collins, CO 80522
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regarded as a problem to be dealt with
rather than as expressions of conscien
tious judgment to be respected.

condoms in various countries around
the world.

Considering both what the flipchart
includes and what it omits, it is hard to

Faithful Catholics who have donated

imagine an "educational tool" more

to CRS in recent years for AIDS relief
did so because they expected the pro
gram to be carried out in a distinctive
ly Catholic way. Had they not expected
this, they could have donated to a sec-

effective for "suggesting, encouraging

or urging people to use a condom dur
ing sexual intercourse to prevent HIV
transmission"—in other words, for pro-

CRS5 Position on the Prevention
oe Sexual Transmission of HIV

'CRS
0*

A-%^»-

one or more appropriate, competent,
independent agencies, as the National
Review Board used the John Jay
College of Criminal Justice to conduct
studies bearing on clerical sexual
wrongdoing. Any agency employed
should be given access, within the lim
its of canon and civil law, to CRS

records, publications and unpublished
materials, employees, and partners.
In my judgment, the investigation
should not be limited to the promotion
of condoms, but should extend to CRS

practices and activities in general. It
should look for deviations from civil

CRS-supported projects should provide full
and accurate, age-appropriate information
about HIV prevention strategies including
abstinence, fidelity, and condoms,.
in all of its HIV projects.

law, canon law, relevant policies of the
USCCB, and good business practices
with respect to abuse of resources and
other matters. If wrongdoing is found,
the inquiry should try to determine
which executives or other employees
are responsible.
When the inquiry is completed, the
results should be published, and the
board should see to it that future CRS

G i v i n

World

o f

N e e d

operations be transparent. In fact,
regardless of what an inquiry turns up,
it seems dear that CRS officials have

moting condoms. Are the bishops and
other CRSpolicymakers aware of what
AIDSRelief is offering its partners
around the world?

ular organization fighting AIDS. If CRS
officials have used donations otherwise

than they have led donors to expect,
CRS officials have misappropriated
those funds.

THE NEEDTO INVESTIGATE

Since CRSis an agency of the United
States bishops, its officials should act as
their agents. If CRS officials have been
pretending to follow the bishops' policy

while disregarding it, they have
betrayed their responsibility and mis
led the bishops. Any bishop would fire
a real estate agent who did that to him.
As the bishops' agency, CRS acts in
the person of the Church. CRS officials
should be managing a charitable apostolate of the Catholic Church in the

United States. But they have been dis
tributing material on which they have
prohibited putting the CRSlogo. If they
are doing what they cannot make clear
that the Church is doing, how can they
be conducting a charitable apostolate in
the Church's name? But if and insofar as

they have not been conducting a chari
table apostolate in the Church's name,
they are betraying the Church herself—
not only the bishops but all the faithful,
and even Jesus himself, the Church's
Head.

Moreover, it seems that some part
ners have been pressed to cooperate
despite their conscientious objections.
Negative reactions of bishops and
churches in other countries seem to be
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Finally, even by secular standards,
people encouraged to use condoms to
prevent the transmission of HIV have
been ill-served.

Genuine charitable

apostolate in regard to the prevention of
HIV transmission helps save lives but
also does something infinitely more
important, namely, offers everyone it
reaches help to rise from the life of this
corruption to the life that never dies.
However, the opposite was offered if, as
it seems, people who should have
received loving service in the Church's
name were scandalized in the strict

sense by being encouraged to continue
engaging—or worse, as early adoles
cents, to begin engaging—in sinful sex
ual activity rather than to live chastely.
What has been going on at CRS must
be investigated. Trie CRS board is ulti
mately responsible for its operations. I
urge the board to begin by examining
the items described in this article, which

are posted on the Catholic World Report
website (catholicworldreport.com). The
questions those items raise suggest
many further questions.
Every CRS board member has many
other responsibilities. To ensure an ade
quate investigation and for credibility's
sake, the board will need to employ

not been fully open and above-board
about what the agency is doing. That
lack of accountability must end.
If the appearances of betrayal with
respect to condoms are verified or
other serious wrongdoing is found,
those responsible should be fired and
replaced by capable people with a good
understanding of Catholic charitable
apostolate and a firm commitment to
act as faithful agents of the Church.
The few members of the CRS board I

know personally are conscientious peo
ple. In particular, Archbishop Timothy
Dolan, who became chairman of the
board in November 2007, was a fine

rector of the North American College,
and I am sure he is a good bishop.
If there has been betrayal at CRS, the
evil is not unlike the clergy sexual
seduction scandal, especially insofar as
it spiritually harms those who should be
served. I trust Archbishop Dolan, unlike
Cardinal Bernard Law, will not com

pound any wrongdoers' wickedness by
looking the other way, and I hope that
other board members will cooperate
with him in doing their duty. •
GERMAIN GRISEZ, Professor of Christian
Ethics at MountSt. Mary's University in
Emmitsburg, Maryland, is author of The
Way of the Lord Jesus, a three-volume
summa of Catholic moral theology, published
byAlbaHouse.

